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this has been driving me insane. i installed the patch from the patch-1.12a.1 file. i ran it with
compatibility mode turned off. everything seemed to work fine until the update for 1.13c. i can not start

the game in compatibility mode and i get the error message: 'unable to load multires.dll' to install,
simply copy d2multiresgame.exe, d2multires.dll and d2multires.mpq to your diablo ii directory. you do

not need to copy over or replace any of your files, and none of your files will be changed. at the moment,
d2multires only supports the gdi (windowed mode) and directdraw graphics plugins. if you are using
glide you'll almost certainly crash. if you're using direct3d you'll be able to run diablo ii, but expect to

see some funky graphic glitches while playing the game. to switch to directdraw, run d2vidtst.exe (found
in your diablo ii directory) and choose the directdraw option. you shouldn't notice any major drawbacks

for using directdraw over direct3d, so for most users this probably won't be a problem. thanks to the
talented skills of a modder who goes by the name sluggy you can now play diablo 2 in any resolution

that your pc can support! this is great news as no longer will my mouse slip out of the small window and
open flash, no longer will my spells refuse to cast as i accidentally click my desktop instead! finally. it

comes at a cost though as you will not be able to participate in any battle.net multiplayer stuff which is a
shame i guess but in my opinion diablo 2 is much better with close friends at a lan hyped up on coke

(the drink you fools).
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unable to start the application was unable to start correctly (0xc0000142). click ok to close the
application the program the new process will exit when closed c:\diablo2\bin\d2multiressdl.dll error: the
specified module could not be found. error: the specified module could not be loaded. diablo ii has the
problem that it cannot find the. unable to load multires.dll, so therefore it does not load the game. this
does not happen when you start the game directly. but if the. diablo 2 able to load d2multires.dll - help.
diablo 2 unable to load d2multires. 0 comments - leave a comment (required) could i get some help? i

am getting this error when i start the game. unable to load d2multires.dll i cannot run the game.dll
diablo 2.dll. diablo 2. diablo 2 unable to load d2multires.dll the patch for d2 is 1.13c, the patch for the

expansion is 1.13b.dll unable to load d2multires. i keep getting the message: 'unable to load multires.dll'
and it doesn't say what it is caused by. i am running the game as an administrator. i have also tried to
run the game in compatibility mode but it doesn't work either. the only way i can play the game in the
max resolution is if i change the resolution setting in the video options to 720x576 instead of 640x480.
after that, when i try to launch the game i get the error message. 'unable to load multires.dll' roughly 2
weeks after i installed the patch, i started getting the error message, 'unable to load multires.dll'. the
problem is i can't even get the game to launch to the main menu. the game does start, but the splash
screen never shows, and the main menu never loads. i have tried direct draw and compatibility mode

and both have the same problem. i have also tried a reinstallation, but still no luck. i have also tried the
patch from blizzard themselves, but that doesn't help either. any suggestions would be greatly

appreciated. thanks! 5ec8ef588b
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